SUMMARY In this paper, we propose two weighting techniques to improve performances of query expansion in biomedical document retrieval, especially when a short biomedical term in a query is expanded with its synonymous multi-word terms. When a query contains synonymous terms of different lengths, a traditional IR model highly ranks a document containing a longer terminology because a longer terminology has more chance to be matched with a query. However, such preference is clearly inappropriate and it often yields an unsatisfactory result. To alleviate the bias weighting problem, we devise a method of normalizing the weights of query terms in a long multi-word biomedical term, and a method of discriminating terms by using inverse terminology frequency which is a novel statistics estimated in a query domain. The experiment results on MEDLINE corpus show that our two simple techniques improve the retrieval performance by adjusting the inadequate preference for long multi-word terminologies in an expanded query. key words: query expansion, biomedical terminology, biomedical document retrieval, biomedical terminology weighting
Introduction
With the rapid growth in accumulated biomedical data, it has become difficult that biologists find information relevant to their needs. As a result, the importance of the information retrieval system specialized for searching biomedical documents has been significantly increased. However, many IR systems fail to provide satisfactory results in a biomedical domain where complex terminologies and their expressional variants are frequent: a large number of biomedical terminologies are formed with long multi-word expressions and have many synonyms and acronyms. For example, suppose that one enters the gene name 'Drosophila epidermal growth factor receptor' as a query to an IR system. In this situation, he or she does not only want to retrieve documents including the terminology 'Drosophila Epidermal growth factor receptor' but also expects to find documents including its synonyms or acronyms, such as 'Egfr', 'Egf-r', 'EGFreceptor', 'Faint little ball'. However, traditional information retrieval systems may not satisfy the user's need because they only retrieve and rank the documents that contain more than one word of the terminology in the query.
For this reason, a number of researchers working on biomedical text retrieval have examined the various automatic query expansion techniques * * . They have focused on developing an elaborate way to expand biomedical terminologies in a query with their synonyms and acronyms. Some of them have utilized biomedical knowledge resources such as UMLS [1] to find synonymous expressions of a terminology in a query [2] - [4] and others have tried to expand a query based on terminology rewriting rules to automatically generate variant forms of a terminology [5] - [7] . In their experiments, expanding biomedical terminologies of query have been found to be useful for improving the performance of the retrieval system, but the benefit has been only moderate in many cases. Moreover, in [2] and [3] , adding long multi-word terminologies into a query even deteriorate the performance of a retrieval system.
We assume that the disappointing results in the previous works are caused by inadequateness of IR models which they used. Generally, a query produced by the biological terminology expansion includes several synonymous terminologies of different lengths. Since the synonymous terminologies represent the same concept, they should be treated equivalently in a retrieval system. However, traditional IR models probably prefer a document containing a long multiword terminology just because it has more keywords. This can result in a serious performance problem.
In this paper, we present two new query term weighting techniques to adjust such inappropriate preference of traditional IR models: The first one is the terminology length normalization technique for balancing the weights of each different length terminology in document ranking and the other is the term discrimination techniques by using inverse terminology frequency. In the rest of this paper, we will describe these techniques and show some empirical evidences for effectiveness of the proposed techniques.
New Query Term Weighting Techniques for Query Expansion

Terminology Length Normalization
When a biologist is going to find documents about the gene 'cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (p21, Cip21)', * * In the domain of biomedical text retrieval, the semantic indexing technique has been known to be ineffective because it is difficult to identify and normalize the variants of a biomedical terminology.
his or her query may include the official gene name 'cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (p21, Cip21)', and its acronym 'CDKN1A' at the same time. Because both the terminologies have a same meaning even though each term is quite different especially in its length, it is clear that any documents are equally relevant to his query whether the document has a longer name or a short acronym. However, the traditional IR system probably gives a much higher rank to the document containing a longer terminology than the document containing its acronym. It is just because the system sums up every weight for each keyword in the long terminology. This unfair scoring can cause another serious problem.
When a query contains both terminologies, 'cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (p21, Cip21)' and 'CDKN1A', it is possible that the document containing only a part of words in the terminology, such as 'cyclindependent kinase inhibitor' or 'inhibitor 1A', has a higher score than the document containing 'CDKN1A', although such partial word sequences cannot represent the exact meaning of the terminologies. For example, the document containing 'cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor' may describe about the gene "cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2C (p18, inhibits CDK4)" which has a similar word sequence to the query but indicates clearly a different gene of the query.
Especially, it causes more serious problem when the query expansion technique is extensively used. Suppose that the user's original query is a short acronym, but newly added terminologies are several long synonymous multiword terms. In this case, the system favors the documents having some words of newly added long terminologies and the original short query becomes a trivial word if we do not balance the query weights between the original user query and new multi-word terms added to the query.
One possible way of alleviating this problem is to perform query weight normalization according to the length of each terminology. To perform normalization, we modify the query term weighting scheme of BM25 weighting formula used in Okapi system [8] . When a query including the biological terminology j is given, the query weight of the keyword i in the terminology j is calculated as follows:
where qt f i j is the frequency of the keyword i in the terminology j, ql j is the length of the terminology j and both qk and qb are parameters controlling the normalization effect.
In our experiments, we set qk and qb with 1.2 and 0.95 respectively.
If there are a number of synonymous multiword terms which are added to a query, the weight of each keyword i in the terminologies is calculated by summing all the normalized weights of each terminology as follows:
where |T | indicates the number of synonymous terminologies used in the query expansion. By this normalization, weights of keywords from long terminologies are discounted according to their length; while the acronyms or symbols can keep their weights since their length are usually 1.
Keyword Discrimination Using ITF
Another possible solution of unfair scoring is to assign more weight to the keyword which can distinguish the terminology including it from other terminologies without it. For instance, some words such as 'inhibitor', 'receptor', and 'kinase' frequently occur within the various gene names or biomedical terminologies. In contrast, words such as 'p21' or 'Cip1' occur rarely in some specific gene names. It means that if 'Cip1' and 'receptor' occur in the same query as a part of a terminology, 'Cip1' is a more useful query term than the common word 'receptor'.
Based on this intuition, we define a new query term weight factor inverse terminology frequency (itf), which is calculated by the number of every possible terminology in the query domain divided by the number of terminologies containing the specific term:
where QN is the total number of possible terminologies which can be used in a query, and qn i is the number of terminologies which contain the keyword i among the possible terminologies. Unfortunately, it is nearly impossible to calculate Eq. (3) directly because we cannot know the value of QN and qn i . However, if the domain of terminologies in user's query is fairly restricted and some resources on the domain are available, we can approximate the value of QN and qn i by assuming that terminologies in such resources are regarded as a set of terminologies which can be used in a query. In our experiment, we regarded a set of every possible terminology as 15,000 gene names shown on the list † . In our experiment on the gene domain, for instance, 'tumor' has idf value of 2.64 and itf value of 5.99, while 'kinase' has 3.56 and 4.11. It means that 'kinase' is a more discriminative term in MEDLINE, but less informative than 'tumor' in the gene domain.
Experimental Setup
For evaluating the proposed methods, we used the test collection of the first TREC Genomics Track held in 2003 † † . This test collection consisted of 25,938 MEDLINE documents and two different query sets: The training sets and test query sets. Both of query sets contained 50 queries and † We obtained the list from the various web sites.
† † The reason to use this test collection is that it provides a convenient way to evaluate the effect of query expansion. relevant document sets for each query was also provided † . In this paper, the test query set and the training query set are referred as QuerySet1 and QuerySet2. As shown in Table 1, a query in the collection consists of a standard name of a specific gene and its synonymous terminologies or the acronyms (or symbols). It can be regarded as an expanded form of a short query including only one of the terminologies † † . By assuming this, we can more accurately measure the performance of a retrieval system for an expanded query without any consideration of possible errors in a query expansion process. Thus, we built new queries by extracting only acronyms from each query and regarded them as short user's queries, namely short query, in our experiments. Similarly, we also regarded the original queries in the test collection as expanded queries for the short queries. We call this type of queries as fully expanded query.
We have implemented our own system based on Okapi retrieval model. By modifying the BM25 term weighting formula in Okapi system, the weight in our system with terminology length normalization is defined as follows:
where, W i is the weight of keyword i, N is the number of documents, n i is the number of documents containing the keyword i, t f i is the term frequency within a document, k 1 and K is the tuning parameters.
If inverse terminology frequency is used together, the term weight in Eq. (4) is modified as follows:
Indexing MEDLINE corpus in our retrieval system was performed by two different keyword extraction methods for examining the effect of our methods on the different query and document representations. The first one is the simple unigram indexing method with Lovins stemmer and the second one is the phrasal indexing method which extracts all adjacent word pairs within documents as well as unigram keywords.
The performances of retrieval models were measured by the non-interpolated average precision (AvgPrec) in our experiments. Table 2 shows the performances of the proposed two query term weighting methods and pure Okapi BM25 ranking formula † † † . In this table, the BM25 means the performance of the pure Okapi model and QW 1 represents the performance when the query length normalization technique is used instead of the original query term weighting method in Okapi model. QW 2 means the performance when both of our query term weighting methods are applied for query term weighting. KW denotes the performances of each weighting method when unigram words are used as keywords, and KW+WP indicates the performances when both word pairs and unigram words are used for indexing.
Experimental Results
As shown in the table, the terminology length normalization technique (QW 1 ) improves performances in both the query sets, especially when we use both word pairs and unigram words as keywords. With BM25 retrieval model, these word pair keywords slightly improve the performance in the experiment on QuerySet1, but degrade the performance on the QuerySet2. It is clear that the number of keywords is greatly increased if we extract all word pairs in each multiword term added by query expansion. We think that such effect of using word pairs as additional keywords worsen the problem of traditional IR model in query expansion even though some adjacencies in a multiword term are captured by the word pairs. In this situation, our proposed terminology weight normalization method substantially improves the retrieval performance on QuerySet2 by performing ef- † [9] describe TREC Genomics Track 2003 in detail.
† † The queries in the collection also provide the species of genes, but we did not use them in the experiments.
† † † The experimental results significantly differ between two query sets. It may have been caused by the different numbers of relevant documents for each query set (336 and 567 for QuerySet1 and QuerySet2). To analyze the effect of our terminology length normalization technique in detail, we compare the retrieval performances with and without the length normalization technique for the three different query groups: Short queries (Short), partially-expanded queries (Partial) in which only one long terminology is added to each short query, and fully expanded queries (All). Official gene names are used for constructing the partially-expanded queries. Table 3 shows the results.
More we add synonymous multiword terms to the original short query, the gap of performances between BM25 and QW 1 becomes larger. Especially, it is noticeable that BM25 deteriorates the performance even with all available synonymous gene names and aliases, which are undoubtedly useful information in retrieval. It means that the traditional IR model like BM25 is not appropriate to be applied directly to the query expansion technique in the biomedical text retrieval.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed two useful query term weighting techniques to improve the performance of query expansion in the biomedical text retrieval system. The proposed methods appropriately solved the unfair weighting problem of traditional retrieval models when an expanded query includes synonymous terminologies of different lengths. Through the experiments on MEDLINE corpus, we draw following conclusions:
• With terminology length normalization, the performance can be significantly improved by controlling the weights of the keywords in short and long terminologies. From the result, we can conclude that balancing query weight of original query and its synonymous multiword terminologies by proposed query length normalization is quite effective in expanding the original query.
• The keyword discrimination using inverse terminology frequency (itf ) also turns out to be effective statistics by enhancing the discriminative power of a keyword for the terminology to which it belongs.
However, our experiments have the limitation that query expansion is not automatically carried out but with manual expansion. For more accurate evaluation, our methods need to be examined with automatic query expansion techniques for more general queries. It remains as our future works.
